
WRITTEN OPINION 

by PhD Eng. Kolyo Penchev Kolev associate professor in department „Tactics, 

Armaments and Defense Security 

Systems” 

“Faculty of Aviation” of BAFA „G. Benkovski” 

regarding a competition for academic position “PROFESSOR” in science 

major „Dynamics, ballistics and flight control of aircraft“, professional 

direction 5.5. “Transport, shipping and aviation”, field of higher education 5. 

“Technical sciences” 

with candidate - Col. Assoc. DSc. Eng. Milen Atanasov Atanasov, Head of  

Department „Tactics, Armaments and Defense Security Systems” “Faculty of 

Aviation” of BAFA „G. Benkovski” 

 

The only candidate in the competition Col. Assoc. DSc. Eng. Milen 

Atanasov Atanasov acquired the Master's degree in 1993 with the qualification 

"Military Engineer" in the specialty "Operation and repair of aviation armament 

and missile technology" at BAFA “G. Benkovski”. In 2007, he acquired the "PhD" 

in the field of higher education 5. "Technical sciences", professional direction 5.5. 

"Transport, shipping and aviation", scientific specialty "Dynamics, ballistics and 

flight control of aircraft", with the topic of his dissertation work "Possibilities for 

solving the task of aiming at angular velocity bombing". In 2018, he did  a 

scientific degree "Doctor of Sciences" in the same field and professional direction, 

with a thesis topic "Accuracy of shooting and dropping bombs using an aviation 

targeting complex with a tracking system". 

In 2021, he acquired the Master's degree in "Aviation Security", the 

professional qualification "Master in National Security" at "Georgi Stoykov 

Rakovski" MA, Sofia. In 2014 he was elected and in 2015 he was appointed to the 

academic position of "Associate Professor" in the field of higher education 5. 



"Technical Sciences", professional direction 5.1. "Mechanical engineering", 

scientific specialty "Dynamics, ballistics and flight control of aircraft". 

From 2016 to 01 July 2022 he was appointed to the position of Head of the 

Department "Tactics, Armament and Navigation Training" and from 01 July 2022 

he was appointed to the position of Head of the Department "Tactics, Armament 

and Defense Security Systems", in the "Aviation" faculty of BAFA "G. 

Benkovski". 

Colonel Assoc. DSc. Eng. Milen Atanasov Atanasov has 81 scientific 

publications, of which: 2 articles  in Web of Science, 2 monographs, 4 books - 

author of one book and co-author of three. The candidate has 101 citations, of 

which 12 are in Web of Science. There are also 4 (four) applied developments: a 

program product for determining the ballistic characteristics of an unguided 

aviation bomb, a program for determining the probabilistic characteristics of a 

bomb-drop error under specified dive-bombing conditions (in co-authorship), a 

program for determining the safe conditions of bomb-dropping with unguided 

aviation bombs (co-authored) and methodology for conducting an experiment 

determining the initial vertical speed of a training aviation bomb P-50-75 forcibly 

separated from a holder MBD2-67U (co-authored). 

In the current competition, Col. Assoc. DSc. Eng. Milen Atanasov Atanasov 

participates with a scientific monograph (indicator "B" of the national 

requirements), which gives 100 points; 2 (two) scientific publications in refereed 

and indexed editions in world-famous databases with scientific information - 80 

points and 21 (twenty one) scientific publications in non-refereed journals with 

scientific review and in edited collective volumes - 281.4 points (indicator " G" of 

the national requirements). A total of 361.4 points are obtained for indicator "G". 

In sum, these indicators "B" and "G" are significantly higher than the requirements 

for occupying the academic position "Professor", which are 100 for category "B" 

and 200 for indicator "G". Citations in referenced and indexed in world-renowned 



scientific information databases are 90 points and citations in monographs and 

collective volumes - 99 points. In total, the requirement for indicator group "D" is 

100 points. The candidate under indicator "D" has 189 points. 

According to the "E" indicator, the candidate has 193.3, of which 40 points 

for "Doctor of Science", 60 points for supervising a successfully defended doctoral 

student and 93.3 points for published university books. The requirement for 

indicator group "E" is 150 points. 

The minimum requirements for occupying the academic position "Professor" 

according to indicators A, B, G, D and E are 600 points. The candidate has 

achieved 893.7 points. 

1. General description of the presented materials 

In the announcement in the State Gazette no. 56/19.07.2022 competition for 

"Professor" at the BAFA "G. Benkovski" for the needs of the department "Tactics, 

Armaments and Defense Security Systems", one candidate has participated - Col. 

Assoc. DSc. Eng. Milen Atanasov Atanasov. 

Contest publications include: 

- publications in peer-reviewed journals that are referenced and indexed in world-

renowned databases with scientific information - 2 nos. (7.1, 7.2); 

- publications in international non-refereed journals with scientific review - 2 nos. 

(8.12,8.18); 

- reports in peer-reviewed works at international scientific conferences in the 

Republic of Bulgaria - 21 nos. (8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, 8.7, 8.8, 8.9, 8.10, 8.11, 

8.12, 8.13, 8.14, 8.15, 8.16, 8.17, 8.18, 8.19, 8.20, 8.21). 

The candidate is the author of the monograph " Mathematical modeling of 

the combat use of aviation weapons ".  

In publications, the candidate is an author in works 7.1, 7.2, 8.2, 8.3, 8.7, 8.8, 

8.9, 8.13, 8.14, 8.15, 8.21; co-authored with one in papers 8.1, 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, 8.10, 

8.12 and co-authored with more than one in papers 8.11, 8.16, 8.17, 8.18, 8.19, 



8,20. Papers 8.12 and 8.18 have been published abroad. 

Papers 8.16, 8.17 and 8.20 I do not review, as I am a co-author on them. 

I accept for review the monograph and 24 scientific works. 

2. General characteristics of scientific and applied science activity of the 

candidate 

The scientific and scientific-applied activity of the candidate covers 

problems united in the following areas: 

- combat use of aviation weapons; 

- targeting theory; 

-mathematical modeling; 

- bomb drop accuracy; 

- navigation. 

The candidate's scientific achievements are related to the creation and use of 

new algorithms for the combat use of aviation weapons, from both manned and 

unmanned aerial vehicles. 

From the submitted materials for the competition, it is clear that the 

candidate can skillfully solve scientific and scientific-applied tasks by proposing 

models, algorithms, in the fields of combat use and targeting theory. 

The candidate has extensive teaching experience, as well as two doctoral 

students who have successfully defended their dissertations. The candidate has 

lectured on the disciplines: Aviation targeting systems, Aviation weapons control 

systems of a combat aircraft, Aviation weapons control systems, External ballistics 

of weapons, Theoretical foundations of control and diagnostics, Theory of 

specialized aviation systems, Theory of optoelectronic tracking systems, On-board 

information systems. 

Based on the presented information up to this point, it is necessary to 

conclude that the candidate is a successful researcher with experience in the 

scientific direction of the academic competition. 



3. Analysis and nature of the candidate’s scientific contributions and 

scientific-applied achievements 

The monograph of Col. Assoc. DSc. Eng. Milen Atanasov Atanasov 

represents a significant scientific and scientifically applied contribution in the field 

of development and implementation of new mathematical models and algorithms 

for combat use, enabling both the expansion of the solving combat tasks circle and 

the achievement of greater efficiency in solving them. The monograph is original, 

both as a subject of scientific research and in the way it was carried out. 

To evaluate the scientific, scientific-applied and applied contributions of the 

works, the latter can be grouped as follows.  

3.1. Publications in the field of "Combat use of aviation weapons ". 

Works B.1, G.8.7 have scientific contributions. 

Works B.1, G.8.15, G.8.21 have scientific and applied contributions. 

Applied contributions own labor G.8.3. 

3.2. Publications in Targeting Theory. 

Works B.1,G.7.1, G.7.2 have scientific contributions. G.8.7, G.8.8. 

Works G.8.2, G.8.9, G.8.13, G.8.15, G.8.20 have scientific and applied 

contributions. 

Works G.8.14, G.8.16, G.8.17, G.8.19, E.23.1 have applied contributions. 

3.3. Publications in the field of "Mathematical modeling". 

Works B.1, G.7.1, G.7.2., G.8.7, G.8.8 have scientific contributions. 

Works G.8.9, G.8.13, G.8.15 have scientific and applied contributions. 

3.4. Publications in the direction "Bomb Drop Accuracy". 

Works B.1, G.8.7 have scientific contributions. 

Works G.8.2, G.8.9, G.8.11, G.8.12 have scientific and applied 

contributions. 

Applied contributions own labor G.8.1. 

3.5. Publications in the direction "Navigation". 



Works G.8.4, G.8.5, G.8.6 have scientific and applied contributions. 

Applied contributions own labor G.8.10. 

The analysis of the candidate's works shows that he has developed his skills 

and obtained new scientific results. The candidate continues his scientific research 

with further development of his present as well as new scientific tasks in the 

scientific specialty of the competition. 

In conclusion, I can note that the candidate's contributions consist in the 

enrichment of existing knowledge and applications of scientific achievements in 

practice. I am convinced of the candidate's significant contribution to research and 

the results obtained. 

From all that has been said above, the importance of the contributions is 

indisputable. Bearing in mind their scientific value, they undoubtedly correspond 

to the requirements of the “Law on the Development of the Academic Staff in the 

Republic of Bulgaria” for occupying the academic position of "Professor" at BAFA 

"G. Benkovski". 

4. Citations of the candidate by other authors 

The total number of citations registered by the candidate, according to the 

submitted reference, is 42. All citations are from the works for the competition by 

Bulgarian authors. 

I believe that the candidate is sufficiently known to our scientific 

community. 

5. Critical notes and recommendations 

I have the following critical comments and recommendations on the works 

presented: 

- I recommend the Col. Assoc. DSc. Eng. Milen Atanasov Atanasov to seek 

wider international recognition of his original scientific developments, through a 

greater number of publications abroad. 



6. Personal impressions of the candidate, other data not specified in the 

previous points 

I know the candidate and I am familiar with a certain part of his scientific 

works from scientific conferences. The scientific production and professional 

realization of Col. Assoc. DSc. Eng. Milen Atanasov Atanasov show that he has 

the necessary qualities to occupy the academic position of "Professor". 

7. Conclusion 

The candidate meets the requirements of the „Law on the development of the 

academic staff in the Republic of Bulgaria” and satisfies the conditions of the 

Regulations for its application to the occupation of academic positions and the 

Regulations for the implementation of the law on the development of the academic 

staff at BAFA "G. Benkovski". I give a positive assessment to the candidacy of 

Col. Assoc. DSc. Eng. Milen Atanasov Atanasov, for the academic position 

"Professor". I recommend the esteemed Scientific Jury to vote positively for 

awarding the academic position of “Professor” at BAFA "G. Benkovski", Col. 

Assoc. DSc. Eng. Milen Atanasov Atanasov, in the field of higher education 5. 

"Technical sciences", professional direction 5.5. "Transport, shipping and 

aviation", scientific specialty "Dynamics, ballistics and flight control of aircraft" in 

the department "Tactics, armament and security systems in defense" at BAFA "G. 

Benkovski". 

 

Written opinion prepared by: 

20.10.2022                                                   assoc. prof. PhD  Kolyo Kolev 


